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404. That's a mistake. The requested URL was not found on this server. That's all we know. Download the latest Apk version of WWE Mayhem MOD, An Action Game. This MOD includes unlimited Gold &amp; Cash. Download yours now! WWE Mayhem MOD is a moving sport of Reliance Huge Leisure (UK) Non-public Restricted, a sports studio launched on the Android market. Here you play as John Cena, Rock, Brock Lesnar and
all the favorite WWE players. It is essential to compete with any of the players with extraordinary specialization and talents. So he likes his favorite star of shipwreck stars like John Cena, The Rock, Andre the Big, Triple H, Xavier Woods, AJ Kinds, Stone Chilly Steve Austin, Brock Lesnar, Roman Reigns, Undertaker, Randy Orton, Seth Rollins, Jinder Mahal, Kalisto, Huge E and so on. WWE Mayhem is bigger and bolder than the rest,
with fast-paced cell arcade movement and exaggerated punches! Play as John Cena, The Rock, Brock Lesnar and ALL your favorite WWE legends and superstars in this high-flying sport, ring n, arcade movement. Take your WWE superstars to the next grade in the weekly WWE RAW and SmackDown Stay challenges! Play through epic matches between WWE Legends and WWE Superstars to discover the best of all time, each
with its own Signature Strikes and Tremendous Specials.SPECTACULAR ROSTER Select from a growing list of WWE Superstars and WWE Legends, along with: John Cena, The Rock, Andre the Big, Triple H, Xavier Woods, AJ Kinds, Chill Stoney Steve Austin , Brock Lesnar, Roman Reigns, Undertaker, Randy Orton, Seth Rollins, Jinder Mahal, Kalisto, Huge E and lots of extra. Each WWE Legend and WWE Celebrity has a
particular and extremely stylized look, including the overall show and environment.6 DISTINCTIVE SUPERSTARS CLASSES: Elevate the WWE Motion with 6 lessons of distinctive characters. Create a supreme WWE Celebrity squad from BRAWLER, HIGH FLYER, POWERHOUSE, TECHNICIAN, WILDCARD and SHOWMAN. Each class comes with distinctive strengths and combat benefits. TAG TEAM AND WEEKLY EVENTS:
Build your list of powerful WWE superstars and join forces with different champions in TAG-TEAM matchups. Play action-packed EVENTS in sync with real WWE Stay revelations like Monday Evening RAW, SmackDown Stay, Conflict of Champions PPV and month-to-month title occasions. NEVER BEFORE SEEN REVERSALS: Time your investment completely to show a loss in victory! Build your particular assault meter throughout
the conflict and put it into use as a brutal private transfer or REVERSAL. Beware, though -- your reversals could be reversed! PLAY WITH YOUR FRIENDS IN EVENTS AND VERSUS MODE: Build your protection along with your favorite WWE superstars with your favorite parents in Versus mode. Take your experience to the next grade by including additional WWE legends and superstars to your group. REWARDS &amp;
BOUNTIES: The goal of the final word prize – The WWE Championship title, to achieve Bonus rewards with each win. Open your loot to unlock new lessons from characters, gold, power-ups, special prizes and even high-level WWE superstars! WWE Mayhem offers all the adrenaline, excitement and pleasure of a Stay WWE Match! Expertise the unso cooked excitement of WWE Motion Now – DOWNLOAD WWE MAYHEM! This
sport is totally free to get and play. However, some items can be purchased with real cash within the sport. You can possibly limit in-app purchases in your retailer's settings.*Also optimized for pill units * Permissions: – READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: To save your sports information and progress. – WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: To save your sports information and progress – ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION: To find out your
location for the area based on most luxuries. – android.permission.CAMERA: To scan QR-Code Informazioni sul download Dimensions 31.9MB Versione 1.33.132 Versione Code 133132 only af am am as az be bg bn bs ca da de la en-AU en-CA en-GB in-IN en-XC es-ES-US et fa fa fb fi fr-CA fr-FR fr fr-fr hi hr hu hy id in is iw ja ka kn ko ky lt lv mk mn mr ms my nb ne nl or pa pl pt-BR pt-PT ro si sk sl ms sr sr-Latn sv sw ta te th tl uk
your uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-TW zu Autorizzazione BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE INTERNET BILLING ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE WAKE_LOCK RECEIVE C2D_MESSAGE CAMERA READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE CHECK_LICENSE Testo dell autorizzazione ALTRO: consente alle applicazioni di socket di rete aperte , consente alle applicazioni di
accesse alle informazioni sulle reti consente alle applicazioni di accedere alle informazioni su reti Wi-Fi , consente di utilizzare PowerManager WakeLocks per mantenere il processore di dormire o lo schermo da oscuramento.... STOCCAGGIO: Consente a un'applicazione di scrivere nella memoria esterna Consente a un'applicazione di leggere da memoria esterna.. CAMERA: richiesto di essere in grado di access the photocamera
device. Min Sdk 16 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.1-4.1.11 (JELLY_BEAN) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multi finestraa No Supporta schermate piccolo, normal, large, XLarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 Supporta qualsiasi density- Yes density 120, 160, 213, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534, 65535 User Caratteristiche Uses Caratteristiche Wi-Fi Caratteristiche hardware: L'applicazione utilizza 802.11 rete (Wi-Fi) presents sul
device. Uses non-Caratteristiche touchscreen hardware features: The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) telephony radio system. The app uses the basic multi-touch capabilities of two points on the device, such as for pinch gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touches independently. This is a superset of function The app uses the device's advanced multi-touch capabilities to track two or more points
independently. This feature is a superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch function. Implicit implicit uses Altro. L'applicazione richiede il device per utilizzare l'orientamento verticale o orizzontale.: Se la vostra applicazione supportambi gli orientamenti, allora non á necessario dichiarare o funzione. L'applicazione utilizza 802.11 rete (Wi-Fi) presents sul device. Signature E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F5378E87
Signature 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B864BD85B0BFAA5AF81 Sha256 A40DA80A59D170CAA950CF15C18C454D47A39B26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC Valido dal Fri Feb 29 02:33:46 CET 2008 until: Mar Jul 17 03:33:46 CEST 2035 Number di series 936eacbe07f201df sviluppatrice sviluppatrice Android Ou Android Ou Android Organizzazione Android localita vista delle montagne Nazione US Cittá California You know that
violence is not good, but if violence becomes a sport, everyone's perspective will change completely. Many of us have probably heard of professional wrestling, organized by WWE. Professional wrestling is considered a recreational art sport with a combination of fighting sport and stage performance. And all the professional gladiators hold the matches on stage. Matches usually take place according to an existing scenario, and
gladiators will take away the very voyeuristic end. Of course, everything that happens on stage will be very violent, and all these actions are not really causing many injuries because they are performed by experienced gladiators. Upon reaching the WWE arena, viewers will witness the extremely exhilarating scenes of violence staged. And to satisfy lovers of this sport, a lot of simulation games have been created to satisfy performing
arts enthusiasts. If you are a professional wrestling fan, then in this article, I will introduce you to a very attractive game – WWE Mayhem. This game was produced by Reliance Big Entertainment - one of the best fighting game editors on the phone. WWE Mayhem promises to offer players the most authentic experience of this fascinating sport. Gameplay As a professional wrestling action game, what do you want most during character
control? The core platform makes the game's gameplay appealing in WWE Mayhem, it seems that the developer has redesigned all sophisticated and professional techniques in a more direct and accessible way. Basically, players will transform into professional wrestlers to participate at the top of the WWE tournament. Trying to dominate the game and become the winner is always the biggest goal of this game. It can be said that
real-life WWE tournaments ultimately inspire this game, then re-stimulated and customized in an exciting game with attractive gameplay. Specifically, the game's program is still divided into two main shows, Raw and Smackdown. These are the two leagues anyone who has seen WWE tournaments knows. At the same time, this is also the main place for fighting stars in the entertainment world. And this game has done a great job of
replicating all the experience spectators have witnessed first-hand in the royal arena. Because almost all the images of the most famous figures in the history of Professional Wrestling are included in a phone game. It can be said that this is one of the brightest points of this game that few competitors can overcome. The game is addictive but simple and I'm sure all of you are very curious about how to control the character in this game.
What makes this game so attractive and accessible to many players? You'll be surprised because the game is designed in the form of Touch &amp; Sweep. Yes, with only a few simple operations on the screen, you can easily enjoy a dramatic match of this violent sport. The game does not have any virtual joysticks, so the screen allows the character to move. Most character action scenes are displayed in 2D. In this state, players will
use the touch mechanism to attack opponents. Each attack the player gains a small amount of resistance. After filling a certain amount of resistance, players can perform spectacular takedown techniques. And each character has their own unique way of showing techniques. To open new characters, players must complete multiple games to earn money, exp, and story keys. It can be said that the longer you play, the more attractive
this game becomes. If you want to experience the best Professional Wrestling matches, download WWE Mayhem to experience it yourself. Features In addition to a simple game, WWE Mayhem also offers players many extremely attractive features A rich character system with many authentic techniques In the WWE Mayhem lineup, players will encounter many familiar faces in WWE Superstars and WWE Legends. If you are a fan
of WWE arena, wrestlers like John Cena, The Rock, Andre the Giant, Triple H, Xavier Woods, AJ Styles, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Brock Lesnar, Roman Reigns, Undertaker, Randy Orton, Seth Rollins, Jinder Mahal, Kalisto, Big E, ... you must have heard of. Just look at the matches they make, you definitely shudder at the skillful wrestling techniques. And in this game, everything happens almost the same. Each character has its own
strengths, so take good advantage of the character to create beautiful matches. In addition, our gladiators have a hierarchy of stars. The more famous and influential fighters in reality, the higher their number of stars. Of course, by unlocking these characters, players will certainly have more stimulating feelings in each match. Remember, when the game is about to end, all wrestlers often unleash special skills to lower the curtain, and
give viewers the most satisfying feeling of the match. Many game modes and Different of course, game mode is essential for any game. The tasks of this game are divided into several levels in the Story system. In this mode, you'll face many heavyweight opponents and have difficulty levels over time. Not only that, in this history mission, the difficulty of it is also divided into three levels, including Beginner, Normal, Superstar. To be
able to conquer and experience all the matches of this game, surely, it will take you a reasonably long time to train and unlock the character. In addition, the game also has two other modes for players to enjoy is Versus mode and events. Versus is a mode that allows players to fight freely with other gladiators and not follow any history missions. At the same time, this is also the best way for players to practice before the famous
tournaments. And Events mode allows players to participate in dramatic matches with valuable gifts. Graphics and Sound You can say that there is no fighting game on mobile that has a vivid 3D graphics, and sound effects like WWE Mayhem. In this game, the fights not only stop at the skills of the upper stage of the wrestler, but also in the atmosphere around the match. With bright, crisp graphics combined with the commentator's
excellent sound effects and audience applause, players can clearly feel the atmosphere of an exciting and engaging match. Not only that, but the image details of famous characters in this game are also designed to attract attention. Almost all the details of this game are very well completed. It will certainly be a challenge for you to be able to find one less point during the game experience. If you like active fighting games, WWE
Mayhem is a game you can't ignore. Ignore.
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